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This work is an outstanding example of Pwo, a classic Chokwe mask genre that honors founding female Arts of Africa,
Oceania, and the Americas (12,).

Chokwe peoples This work is an outstanding example of Pwo, a classic Chokwe mask genre that honors
founding female ancestors. When it was photographed in the field in Kubik , it wore a different coiffure and
beaded hair decorations. They enjoyed the bold color, expression, and form that produced a new beginning in
art history. Figure 8. All members of Chokwe society are divided into two categories: those who are
descended from the founding matrilineal lines and those who are descended from former enslaved populations.
Klebold and Harris were in the library for approximately seven and a half minutes, where they killed ten
students and injured twelve. The old practice had origins in inter-village disputes particularly after injury or
murder, where the victim village sought revenge or a slave in compensation for the loss. In the case of the
Dundo museum collection, it is also significant that the Pwo masks were available to performers who wore
them in dances held in the context of a Dundo "cultural village," where Portuguese and other European
visitors constituted the main audience see Areia ; Porto  Later in , Morgan developed another invention. As the
wars and conflicts grew during the colonial era of the 19th and 20th centuries, both from Europeans from their
west and the Swahili-Arabs from their east, they militarily responded and expanded further into northern
Angola, Congo and into western Zambia. The bottom of the tube was lined with a sponge type material that
would help to filter incoming air. In upper Zambezi river and Kasai regions particularly, they were once a
victim of well armed Portuguese or Belgian raids from the West and Arab-Swahili raids from east such as by
Tippu Tip also known as Hamad bin Muhammad el Murjebi [9] ; later, the Chokwe people joined the violence
and victimized others by capturing and shipping out a substantial number of captured slaves for financial
gains, as well as purchasing and keeping slave women in their own homes from the profits of their craft work.
Chokwe masks are often performed at the celebrations that mark the completion of initiation into adulthood.
The ears are nearly always curved or else semi-circular with the tragus shown. Efforts to distinguish
Congolese D. Figure 7. That led her to note that "very few Pwo masks in resin are known," although she
provided an accurate description of the type: " Tobacco and hemp are also grown for snuff, and maize is
grown for beer. Within these predominant northern and southern styles, specific group attributions are often
possible, but without concrete field documentation such an exercise would remain highly speculative. This
illustration of an Angolan Pwo performer was published by Portuguese explorer Henrique Carvalho  The
identification of some masks as representing female chiefs or female ancestors perceived as bearers of royal
lineages is based on the recent field documentation of one Chokwe fiber-and-resin mask representing Lweji,
the first Lunda female chief Jordan , , together with the field identification based on photographs of specific
masks of various Pwo-related masks with exceptionally elaborate coiffures Figs. The "woman" and "young
woman" masks represent ideal and comparable models for a "fulfilled" versus a "potential" woman Cameron
a, b; Jordan  In order to accomplish this individuals normally consult with a nganga diviner , who attempts to
uncover the source of the patient's problem. Their successful trading and abundant resources caused them to
be one of the wealthiest groups in Angola. The latter is depicted in Carvalho's illustration and found in
numerous Pwo examples collected in eastern and southeastern Angola, as well as in western and northwestern
Zambia. Because Garret Morgan was African American, the gas mask was not widely accepted, particularly in
the south. The Chokwe people believe that works of arts such as handicrafts and carved objects are spiritual,
connect them to their ancestors and god Kalunga or Nzambi. Read More. Having these masks would decrease
the amount of deaths and would actually lower any type of health problem. Its fine coiffure is partially carved
in wood as an extension of the mask. Figure 2. Paul Laurence Dunbar used vivid, descriptive and symbolic
language to portray images in his poetry of the senseless prejudices and racism that African Americans faced.
The swollen eyelids are prolonged down to the center of the concave eye-sockets. Its subtly conceived
anthropomorphic face has open, round eyes and mouth and is devoid of scarification details. A sort of
rectangular domino in red cloth normally covers the eyes and nose.


